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An Englishman with a propensity for juggling multiple projects at 

once, Rob Fergus, Assistant Professor of Computer Science, received his 

undergraduate degree in Engineering from Cambridge University and 

his Ph.D. from Oxford University. Following postdoctoral work at MIT, 

Rob then made his way to Courant.

“I mainly work on 

computer vision, 

which tries to 

understand images,” 

Rob said. “I look 

at pixels and build 

models of how they 

vary, then apply 

those models to 

image processing 

and object recognition, trying to understand the contents of an 

image. I also do machine learning, which is the more statistical side 

of it – trying to get computers to learn from visual images.”

Rob recently discussed several projects spanning his broad range of 

research interests.

Indoor Scene Segmentation Using a Structured Light Sensor
The first project Rob described has been made possible by the 

Microsoft Kinect, a gaming device that produces an image and a 

depth signal. Rob explained, “When you put the Kinect in front of 

your TV, it can recognize what you’re doing with your body because 

it uses special hardware to directly measure depth at each pixel. For 

computer vision researchers, this is an absolute godsend because 

trying to reliably extract the depth from an image is actually quite 

hard. Using these sensors, we can now improve our algorithms for 

recognizing things.”

The project’s goal is to recognize indoor scenes to help blind people. 

Nektarios Paisios, a blind Ph.D. student at Courant who is profiled on 

page 7, was involved in writing the proposal.  

Speaking in his office, Rob said, “We have an image of say, this office, 

but for each pixel we also have a depth. The first part of the project is 

to work out how to use the depth signal from the Kinect to improve 

on the performance. We’d like to know, for example, that this desk 

is a surface you can sit on, or this bottle is being supported by this 

desk. The second stage will be trying to figure out how to take our 

operative algorithm and give it to blind people in a way that’s useful 

for them, so that when a blind person walks into an office for the first 

time, he knows that there’s a chair or sofa he can sit on, for instance.”  

The challenge is trying to find a way to present this information 

without overloading a blind person. “There’s an intriguing way of 

doing it which involves putting a sensor on the tongue, sort of an 

array of little pins that can vibrate,” Rob said. “There are lots of nerve 

endings on your tongue, so with some practice you could actually 

learn to see with this in a very crude way. We’re hopeful that our 

system will be able to transmit information about the density of an 

object via this sensor so that a blind person could ascertain that the 

object is a chair rather than a desk.” 

Learning Invariance Through Imitation 

A Dutch rock band, eager fans, and a bit of serendipity all come into 

play for this next project. 
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Rob Fergus: Using Pixels to  
Understand Images     by M.L. Ball

Image from 80 Million Tiny Images. Regions in which the algorithm is more confident appear lighter.
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According to Rob, “This was a fun project 

with Chris Bregler, who works on trying 

to understand human actions. One of the 

problems with an image of a person is 

trying to understand what pose they’re 

in. This is difficult because people wear 

quite different clothing and when you 

take photographs of them, there might be 

all kinds of objects in the background that 

are very distracting. Also, trying to exactly 

determine the pose of an individual 

is quite hard because there are many 

different ways the body can move. We 

were looking for a clever way of finding 

training data for our algorithms where 

we had people in the same pose but in a 

range of different clothing, backgrounds 

and lighting conditions.” 

Purely by chance, a Dutch rock band had 

taken a video of themselves, then took 

still frames from the video and asked 

their fans to imitate the poses of the band 

members. “So what you have are all these 

fans with their web cams striking the 

same poses as the band guys,” Rob said, 

laughing, “providing us with a whole data 

set of exactly the same pose with all the 

variations we were trying to capture. We 

trained the algorithms to ignore all those things and just produce 

the same pose estimate from all those different examples.”

Rob added, “We did eventually contact the Dutch rock band’s 

manager and apparently, the band thinks it’s really cool that we’re 

using their artistic video for science.”

Dark Flash Photography
“The genesis of this project was that I was in a bar with some 

friends and we tried to take a picture,” Rob said. “The bar being 

dark, we all got dazzled by the flash and I thought, ‘This is just 

dumb. Why do I have to be dazzled to have my picture taken, 

and is there some way you can take a photograph in low light 

conditions without that happening.’ I looked for a way to add light 

to the scene in a way you wouldn’t notice but that the camera 

would pick up, like an invisible camera flash.”

Rob came up with the idea of creating a flash that shines light 

just outside visible wavelengths. “You will notice a little bit of it 

because your eye is sensitive to between 400 and 700 nanometers, 

and the flash energy is just at the edges of that, but most of it 

will only be picked up by the camera. The colors will be weird, so 

you take a second image straight after the first without a flash 

and using a very short exposure. The colors are roughly correct 

because you’re using the weak ambient light. Because you took 

one right after the other, the two images are aligned with the edges 

in the same positions, so you can use the flash image to tell you 

where to sharpen or smooth the noisy ambient image to get a 

clean image with natural colors.”

Rob and his graduate student, Dilip Krishnan, built a prototype 

camera, filed a patent on it through NYU, and have actually had some 

interest from camera manufacturers in licensing it.

 80 Million Tiny Images: A Large Dataset for Non-Parametric 
Object and Scene Recognition
Rob described his next project as a response to today’s huge data sets 

and the challenge of extracting useful stuff from them. “The problem 

is that a lot of the algorithms we have for understanding pictures only 

work on a few hundred images, not millions or billions,” he explained. 

“The types of algorithms that would work better on huge collections 

of images need to be simple ones. So in this project we collected 80 

million images off the Internet and tried some very simple things 

with them, such as ‘nearest neighbor’ – the easiest way of classifying 

an image by looking at images that are similar to it and copying their 

labels.”

This method proved to be very effective but requires vast amounts of 

data. “This is something people are finding in other areas,” Rob said, 

“that with lots of data, even very simple models allow you to do very 

exciting things.”

Rich collaboration on the 12th floor of 719 Broadway
In the dual fields of computer vision and machine learning, Rob has 

several colleagues with whom he frequently collaborates. “I track 

quite closely with Yann LeCun who’s in machine learning, with David 

Sontag who’s also in machine learning and on the more theoretical 

side of what I do, and with Chris Bregler who’s interested in how 

humans move. And I talk to Denis Zorin when I have a math problem 

because a lot of the tools we use are similar.”  n

Visualization showing how the mosaic is divided into semantic groups. Each region 
of flat color corresponds to a collection of related terms as defined by WordNet.

Visualization of 53,464 English nouns arranged by meaning. Each tile shows the 
average color of the images that correspond to each term.
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Olivier Pauluis, a native of 

Belgium, earned his B.S in 

engineering and applied 

mathematics from the Université 

Catholique de Louvain in 

Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium. It 

was his undergraduate advisor, 

Dr. Andre Berger, a climatologist, 

who sparked his interest in his 

present field by introducing him to the Ice Age. Naturally, when Olivier 

came to the U.S. to pursue his Ph.D. at Princeton under the supervision 

of Dr. Isaac Held, it was in atmosphere and ocean sciences. Following 

postdoctoral work at MIT, Olivier is now an Associate Professor of 

Mathematics in the Center for Atmosphere Ocean Science at the 

Courant Institute.

Possessing an enthusiastic personality and a penchant for lime green, 

Olivier Pauluis recently discussed his current research, beginning 

with his impressions of the Courant Institute. “My background is in 

mathematical physics so Courant is a bit scary because it has such 

a strong reputation in math,” he said. “It’s a very unique place in 

the mathematics world and it’s very nice because there are a lot of 

mathematicians who are interested in figuring out mathematical 

tools and what we can do with them.” He added, “Being here has been 

a very fruitful experience.”

Joining modern applied math and climate atmosphere ocean
When describing the work of the Center for Atmosphere Ocean 

Science, it quickly became obvious that Olivier loves his work. “A lot 

of what we do is physical modeling of the atmosphere and trying to 

formalize this system into equations,” he said. “Then we try to solve 

the equations and once we’ve solved them, we try to infer something 

about the physics of the system. It’s a back and forth between math 

and physics, so sometimes you focus on the math and try to improve 

the technique, and sometimes you focus on the physics and try to 

make sense of the equations.”

Olivier’s group is largely focused on working with very complex 

models that produce terabytes upon terabytes of data. “They produce 

so much data that you need to be smart about how you look at it to 

understand what’s happening in the climate system,” he said. “We’re 

also trying to improve the way we simulate the climate.”

Research interests include climate, large-scale atmospheric 
circulation, tropical meteorology and moist convection
First and foremost, Olivier is interested in figuring out how the 

climate system works – particularly how the atmosphere transports 

energy and momentum around the earth and how that affects the 

distribution of climate – with the goal of achieving a better prediction 

of climate. 

As an example, the climate we experience here in New York in the 

mid-latitudes is comprised of alternates of good and bad weather. 

Every three to five days, the weather will change. “That’s typical of 

the mid-latitudes, anywhere between 30 and 60 degrees latitude,” 

Olivier explained. “In the subtropics, you find big desert areas and 

in equatorial regions, monsoons and a lot of rain. These different 

climate regimes are tied to the fact that there is a broad atmospheric 

Olivier Pauluis: Studying the 
Atmosphere In Order To Better 
Predict Climate     by M.L. Ball

Image Above: Cloud field in numerical simulations of moist Rayleigh Benard convection. (For more information on the  simulations, see Pauluis and Schumacher, PNAS, 2011)
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circulation that moves air and transports water, energy and 

momentum.”

One of the properties of this atmospheric circulation is chaos. “The 

theory of chaos is fairly old but it was resurrected in the 1960s by 

Ed Lorenz, a meteorologist at MIT,” Olivier said. “He came up with 

simplified equations that represent the atmosphere and showed 

that these had chaotic properties and were very hard to predict. The 

equations that we’re trying to solve in atmospheric sciences are very 

often chaotic.”

Atmospheric science: trying to distinguish between two 
different types of predictability
In the field of predictability, according to Olivier, there are two types: 

predictability of the first kind and predictability of the second kind. 

“Predictability of the first kind pertains to trying to make a weather 

forecast,” he said. “I know the weather conditions today and I want to 

know three days from now exactly what the weather will be like. That’s 

very limited. We can make forecasts maybe five days ahead of time. 

That’s about the edge of what we can do, and it depends on how good 

your observations are, how good your models are, and how clever you 

are with math.” 

Then there is predictability of the second kind “where you’re not 

trying to predict what the weather is going to be at a specific point in 

time. You’re trying to predict statistical properties, which is long range 

weather forecast,” he said. 

He continued, “We’re not trying to forecast the weather a century 

from now, but based on our understanding of climate systems, it’s 

very likely that the temperature is going to be on average much 

warmer in a century. Related to this, a lot of our work is trying to 

describe large scale circulation, the statistical properties of the 

system and averages. In effect, we study how multiple weather 

systems interact with each other and how they move water and 

energy around the globe.”  

Weather forecasting got its start in World War II
“We were flying a lot of planes over Germany and wanted to 

forecast the weather in order to know if pilots could fly,” Oliver 

said. “On top of that, there were a lot of people flying during that 

time so we learned a lot about the atmosphere. Then once we had 

computers, we started to solve some of these equations that had 

been known for a while but that no one had been able to solve. It’s 

still a fairly young field by scientific standards; there are still a lot 

of questions that need to be addressed,” he added. 

No other planet has as much rain as Earth
According to Olivier, “the Earth’s atmosphere is quite interesting 

because of water and water vapor. In that regard it’s very different 

from the atmosphere of other planets. Because water in the 

atmosphere exists in three phases (gas, liquid, and solid) and 

is changing states continuously – that’s why we have clouds. 

Clouds occur when the water vapor in the air is lifted; then when 

it cools, it condenses to form water droplets. This is very unique 

and doesn’t happen on other planets, like Jupiter or Saturn. If you 

look at a satellite map of the Earth, you see all these big swirling 

motions of clouds. You won’t see that on other planets.”

From a physics point of view, Olivier said, approximately 80% 

of the energy that the atmosphere receives from the Earth’s 

surface is evaporation of water vapor that condenses. “We know 

the equation to describe the motion of clouds but clouds are 

very complicated,” he said. “They’re four-dimensional with 

multiple variables. We can’t solve it on our own but we can use 

the supercomputer to look at a simulation and try to understand 

it. We can also find some smart mathematical way of solving 

equations more easily or cheaply without having to use as much 

computation, with the goal being able to make better predictions. 

We’re trying to reproduce what’s happening here on Earth and 

trying to predict a change.”

Clouds and global warming: very closely tied
Olivier stressed that clouds have a very big impact on climate 

because they reflect a lot of solar radiation and therefore greatly 

influence the amount of energy the Earth receives. “With the 

planet getting warmer,” he posed, “the question is, will there be 

more clouds or fewer clouds…and which type of clouds will they 

be?”

When asked if we’re in trouble here on Earth because of the long-

term changes being made to the atmosphere, Olivier answered 

emphatically, if also a bit ominously, “It’s definitely getting 

warmer. And every decade will probably be warmer than the 

previous one.”   n

Air parcel trajectories inside a cloud. 

Three-dimensional cloud field (gray shading) and 
boundary layer entropy in numerical simulation of 
tropical convection. 
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Courant Institute alumnus Babu 
Narayanan: GE Global Research 
Technology Leader
GE Global Research, headquartered 

in Niskayuna, NY, operates industrial 

research labs in India, China, Germany, 

Israel, California and soon in Brazil. Babu 

Narayanan is the Technology Leader in 

Biosignatures and Signal Processing in the 

Diagnostics and Biomedical Technologies domain at the John F. 

Welch Technology Centre in Bangalore, India, the world’s largest GE 

technology site.  

Directs two labs in Bangalore, India and two  
in upstate New York
Taking a break from a full day of meetings at the Courant Institute 

before boarding a plane to India, Babu Narayanan generously spent 

an hour explaining his current projects at GE Global Research, 

the future of personal medicine, and the satisfaction he gets from 

generating new innovations in health care. 

“I’m based in Bangalore but I also spend time in Niskayuna,” Babu 

said. “Thanks to advanced information technology, I can be in India 

and still lead the labs here. In New York, we have a computational 

biology and biostatistics lab and a biomedical image analysis lab. 

In Bangalore, one is a medical image analysis lab and the other is a 

biomedical signal processing lab.”

Explaining in more detail, he said, “We carry out research towards 

advanced quantitative imaging and visualization applications in 

medical imaging on MRI, PET, CT, Ultrasound, and inverse problems 

in imaging, and we work on new platforms and applications in 

molecular diagnostics. In all of these, we work closely with several 

partners―physicists, biologists, chemists, software & hardware 

engineers and clinicians―to help take ideas all the way from concept 

to commercially successful product.”  

The 21st century: the century of biology 
Throughout its 136 years, GE has steadfastly been about innovation. 

“The slogan we have for GE is ‘Imagination at Work,’” Babu said. 

“Very recently, we launched a campaign called ‘GE Works.’ Powering, 

building, curing, moving is our goal; what we do is just the means to 

those objectives.”

Babu then stated emphatically, “I think the 21st century really has 

the potential to be the century of biology. We want to have the 

capability via diagnostic imaging and blood- or tissue-based tests 

to catch disease early and potentially avoid disease altogether. For 

enhancements to happen, we need to be able to understand biology a 

lot better and marry it with algorithms. Biology meeting mathematics 

and computer science is something we do in diagnostic imaging, 

but we’re going to do a lot more of it in computational biology going 

forward,” he said.

Molecular diagnostics will soon make personalized medicine 
the standard
“Gone are the days when you have a generic therapy for all people 

with a particular illness,” Babu said. “We are going to find the 

right therapy and the right dosage level for that individual. In the 

future, medicine is going to be very individualized. There’s a lot 

of innovation, a lot of technology that’s required to do molecular 

diagnostics and that’s one of the big initiatives for us at GE Healthcare 

and GE Research.”

He continued, “We are currently developing a breakthrough 

platform for multiplexed immunohistochemistry that allows us to 

image as many as a hundred proteins simultaneously within cell 

compartments on a single sample of tissue. We think this will be very 

useful in cancer research as well as when we want to run a complex 

biosignature on a very small and precious sample.”

At Courant during the early days of computational biology
After receiving his undergraduate degree at the Indian Institute of 

Technology at Madras, Babu came to the Courant Institute for his 

Ph.D. (1993) in theoretical computer science. “I did my Ph.D. with 

Joel Spencer and Ravi Boppana,” he said. “I was a post doc at Rutgers 

at the Center for Discrete Mathematics and Theoretical Computer 

Science and at the Institute for Mathematics and its Applications at 

Minnesota. I also got an M.S. in math at Urbana.” He added, “It’s been 

extremely useful to have a strong background in computer science 

and mathematics.”

Babu recalled that when he was at Courant, it was the very early 

days of computational biology. “It was ten years before the genome 

was sequenced but there was a lot of interest in marrying computer 

science and biology.” 

“If the last ten years were about the consumer Internet, the next 

ten years will be about the Industrial Internet.” - Bill Ruh, VP, Global 

Software Center, General Electric, San Ramon, CA

A major area of interest at GE Research is software and analytics, 

primarily because of the abundance of data being generated 

today. “Making important decisions using that data is going to be 

the focus of the Industrial Internet,” Babu explained. “It’s a new 

Industrial Revolution, and it’s driven by the abundance of quality 

data accessible anywhere because of good sensors, communication 

technology and the Internet.”

Babu is also excited about the Courant Institute’s major new initiative, 

The Center for Data Science. He said, “I am really happy to see 

Courant set up this new center. It is great to see Courant recognize 

the importance of big data and the role that applied math, computer 

science and data analysis can play working with domain experts to 

bring the Industrial Internet to fruition.”   n

Babu Narayanan: The Quest for 21st Century 
Medical Breakthroughs     by M.L. Ball
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Nektarios Paisios: Finding New Ways for the 
Blind to See the World     by M.L. Ball

A native of Cyprus, Nektarios Paisios is a recipient of the International 

Fulbright Science and Technology Award and the Google Lime 

Scholarship for Students with Disabilities. Upon completion of his 

doctorate from the Courant Institute this spring, he will begin a career 

with Google here in New York. Nektarios is blind. 

Some graduate students juggle two, maybe even three projects at a 

time in pursuit of their Ph.D. Nektarios Paisios is currently working 

on four, hoping to complete at least three of them in order to earn his 

doctorate in May. 

Tracking indoor location and motion to help the blind 
navigate unfamiliar environments
The first of Nektarios’ projects, informally called ‘Electronic Guide 

Dog,’ uses mobile phone software to help visually impaired people 

navigate unfamiliar environments, particularly building interiors.  

“Given that I myself am blind, I was looking for a research topic that 

would be personally interesting to me in my everyday life,” Nektarios 

said. “I am trying to develop a system that will map out the interior of 

a building effortlessly without having to involve building staff.” 

Nektarios explained, “Using a mobile phone and a building’s existing 

Wi-Fi infrastructure, you can use the signals from Wi-Fi networks to 

find your location, accelerometer sensors to figure out how many 

steps you have taken, and a compass to show your direction. So you 

can figure out where you’re going, how fast you’re going, where you 

started from, and therefore where you are.” 

What makes Nektarios’ system truly groundbreaking is that it will be 

trained by the user. “The first time you go to a new place, the system 

won’t be able to direct you because it won’t know anything about that 

place,” he said. “But subsequently, it can remind you of the way. It will 

record the Wi-Fi signals, your walking speed and certain landmarks 

like an elevator and a water fountain. Then it will build a map. The 

more you train it, the more it will know about the building.”

Nektarios is also working on a way for users to exchange information 

to improve their maps of a building. “I have part of a building mapped 

out and you have another part and we can exchange information so 

that we know more,” he said.

American currency: impossible for the blind to distinguish
Nektarios’ second project sprang from the problem caused by 

American currency. A one dollar bill is the same size and shape as a 

five, ten or twenty dollar bill – indistinguishable one from another for 

a blind person. 

“If I buy coffee with a twenty dollar bill, the cashier will give me 

change consisting of a ten and several ones,” Nektarios said. “I must 

ask the cashier which is which, and then I must fold each a different 

way or put them in a different pocket in my wallet. This isn’t very good 

because I don’t want to bother people asking them what the bills are, 

and you can’t be sure they’re going to be honest.”  

He continued, “When I want to buy something else, I have to 

remember which bill is in which pocket and how I folded it. To fix this 

problem, I want to be able to wave my mobile phone over a bill and 

have it tell me immediately what it is. When I have multiple bills, it 

should tell me I have a five on the left, two tens in the middle and a 

twenty on the right, efficiently and accurately.”  

Using Braille to send text messages on a touch screen phone
His third project involves creating a faster, easier way for the blind to 

send text messages with a touch screen phone. “When you are blind, 

a touch screen phone speaks to you when you touch the screen,” 

Nektarios explained. “With an iPhone, you hover your hand over a 

letter and it will read it to you. But both of these take time.”

Then an idea came to him. “I thought, most blind people know 

Braille. If you could use a touch screen as a typing pad for Braille, you 

could tap out the Braille pattern of each letter you want to type, which 

is faster and easier than using the touch keyboard,” he said. 

There is a fourth project that Nektarios is interested in but that 

he doesn’t think he has time to complete. “I have a problem with 

matching clothes,” he said. “I’ve never seen color, so I need something 

to detect color and tell me what goes with what, especially when an 

item has many colors or patterns.” 

Very appreciative of Courant’s multitude and accessibility of 
experts 
As he nears the completion of his five years at Courant, Nektarios was 

very complimentary of the Institute. “Courant is a very strong place,” 

he stated emphatically. “We have some of the best professors here. 

The amount of people you can interact with is amazing; I’m not going 

to get this experience anywhere else. And we have very, very bright 

students here.”   n

Screenshots of an application designed for the iPhone that allows messages 
to be typed using Braille.
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Warren Weaver Hall opened its doors in 1965 as the home of the 

Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences.  Richard Courant, 

Cathleen Morawetz, and J.J. Stoker, then Institute Director, among 

other mathematicians, were greatly involved in the design of the new 

building.  Central to their plans were not only classrooms and offices, 

but also the Institute’s own library, lounge, and computer laboratory.  

Some of the features of the new building were similar to those of 

the Göttingen Mathematical Institute in Germany, which was built 

in 1929.  Courant was the director of the Göttingen Mathematical 

Institute at the time and was instrumental in securing funds from 

the Rockefeller Foundation for the building’s construction.  The 

Göttingen Mathematical Institute was one of the first of its kind and 

included a comprehensive mathematics and mathematical physics 

library. 

In 1933, just four years after the building opened, Courant was 

dismissed from the University of Göttingen by the Nazi government.  

After a year at the University of Cambridge, Courant emigrated to 

the United States and joined the mathematics faculty at New York 

University.  Over the following three decades, Courant and the NYU 

mathematicians had a series of offices, including an abandoned hat 

factory, and eventually the group was split between 25 Waverly Place 

and 4-6 Washington Place.

Richard Courant and then librarian Mary Carll stand in Warren Weaver 
Hall during its construction.

In the early 1960s, funds were secured from the Alfred P. Sloan 

Foundation, the Ford Foundation, and the National Science 

Foundation for NYU to construct a building to house its Institute 

of Mathematical Sciences, which had grown to include researchers 

in mathematics, computing, and physics, among other sciences.  

Courant once again partook in the construction of a building devoted 

to the research and teaching of the mathematical sciences, this time 

on NYU’s Washington Square campus.  The design of Warren Weaver 

Hall included some features of the Göttingen Mathematical Institute, 

most predominantly a mathematics library.  Warren Weaver Hall’s 

twelfth floor library was designed to hold more than 10,000 volumes, 

6,000 volumes of periodicals, and 3,000 reports.  The library also 

incorporated study space for students, with a series of desks in nooks 

with floor-to-ceiling bay windows.

While discussing the needs of the new building, NYU mathematician 

Eleazer Bromberg described the collegial atmosphere of the 

Institute: “The character of this group is unique in a number of 

ways but particularly, I believe, in their approach to education 

and research as an organic unit and in their close collaboration 

and freedom from the aloof isolation which characterizes so many 

research mathematicians.”  To cultivate this sense of community, the 

thirteenth floor lounge, running the entire length of the building, 

was created as a space for faculty, students and staff to gather 

informally.  Daily teas were served from 2:45pm to 4:15pm.  Often, a 

group of mathematicians would gather around the piano for small 

concerts.  By 1965, the Courant Institute employed 125 PhD scientists 

and mathematicians, 125 research assistants and fellows, and 100 

technical and administrative staff members.  The building contained 

124,000 square feet of floor space, including several large lecture 

halls.  The entire second floor was devoted to the IBM 7094 computer 

and its auxiliary equipment.  Today, Warren Weaver Hall houses 

the Mathematics Department and half of the Computer Science 

Department.  The other half of the Computer Science Department 

is located nearby in 715-719 Broadway.  The Courant library is still 

regarded as one of the most comprehensive mathematics and 

computers science libraries in the nation.   n

— Brittany Shields, Doctoral Candidate, History and Sociology of Science, University of 
Pennsylvania  Brittany is currently writing her doctoral dissertation which focuses on the 
history of the Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences. bshields@sas.upenn.edu

Warren Weaver Hall: 
A Retrospective by Brittany Shields

Göttingen Mathematical Institute Library (used by permission from the 
University of Göttingen).

Congratulations to our 2012 Student 
Prizes Winners!

Henning Biermann 
Award
Alex Rubinsteyn

Sandra Bleistein Prize
Y-Lan Boureau
Rebeca Salas-Boni

Janet Fabri Prize
Jay Chen
Daniel Wichs

Kurt O. Friedrichs Prize
Carl Gladish
Kenneth Ho

Harold Grad Memorial 
Prize
Lukas Koehler
Preyas Popat

Moses A. Greenfield 
Research Prize
Thomas Fai
Jens Jorgensen

Wilhelm T. Magnus 
Memorial Prize
Piriyadharshini Devendran
Sho Tanimoto

Bella Manel Prize
Katarina Bellova

Matthew Smosna  
Prize
Paul Gazzillo
Matthew Rathbone

Masters Student  
Thesis Prize
Andrea Rafael
Aminadav Recca
Diana Sordillo
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Puzzle  |  SPRING 2012

Crowns of the Minotaur 
by Dennis E. Shasha, Professor of Computer Science

Early in the life of the ferocious Minotaur (the fabled half-man half-

bull), King Minos of Crete spoke to three of his youthful prisoners 

who were sharing a cell just outside Daedalus’s Labyrinth. “You 

know that you will die if you fight the Minotaur unarmed.  I propose 

therefore a chance at reprieve.  I will separate and blindfold you 

and place either a red crown or a blue crown on each of your heads.  

I will choose the color in each case by flipping one of my lovely 

Cretian coins, which you can assume to be fair.

“I will then place you at three places evenly spaced around my lovely 

stadium: at the statues of Athena, Zeus and Neptune.  You will be 

accompanied by a guard with instructions to kill you if you try to 

communicate with one another at any time during this protocol.

“Here is the proposition: at a signal from me, the guards will remove 

the blindfolds from each of you for just enough time for you to see 

one another. After that, each of you has ten seconds to tell your 

guard either ‘blue’, ‘red’ or ‘pass’ concerning the color of the crown 

on your head. After fifteen seconds, guards next to someone who 

guessed correctly will give a thumbs up. Those next to someone 

who guessed incorrectly will present a thumbs down.  The rest will 

keep their hands flat.  If you all say pass, you all go to the Minotaur.  

If all who don’t pass are correct, then you all go free.  If any of 

you who don’t pass make a mistake, then again you all go to the 

Minotaur.  If any of you tries to signal another, those still living go to 

the Minotaur.”

Warm-up: What is the probability that the prisoners will win if they 

all bet randomly?

Answer: Only 1 in 8, since each has a probability of 1/2 of being 

wrong each time.

“Now, you may think that you have only a 1/2 chance of surviving, by 

simply designating one prisoner as the guesser.  But if you are clever 

you will realize that you can design a strategy such that you have a 

3/4 chance of winning.  The strategy involves a rule that each of you 

must follow, but that requires no communication among you once 

you are in the stadium.” What is this rule?

Suppose that King Minos had made the following offer, instead. 

“Suppose we change the rules so that each of you can ‘bet’ zero 

or more points about the color of the crown on your head. Each 

of you then wins or loses the number of points bet according to 

whether your answer is correct or not, with a ‘pass’ getting zero 

points.  You will go free, if collectively, you win more points than 

you lose; otherwise, you all go to the Minotaur. Now, which game 

do you want to play?” Does the second game improve the prisoners’ 

probability of survival? Why or why not?

For the solution, email: courant.alumni@nyu.edu

 Faculty Retirements

Albert B. J. Novkoff was born in New York city in 1927.  He attended 

Bronx High School of Science and then in ‘46 Brown University 

(which then included visiting professors Feller, Bergmann, Zygmund, 

Loewner and many other Europeans).  He received his Ph.D. from 

Stanford University on Orthogonal Polynomials under G. Szegö.  

Novikoff spent stints at Cornell Aeronautical Lab, John Hopkins 

(then Radiation Lab), two years at Berkeley, eight years at Stanford 

Research Institute, and finally found his place at NYU for the next 46 

years (having arrived in 1964).  He was recruited by Louis Nirenberg 

on recommendation by Peter D. Lax who claims credit for an assist.  

Novikoff specialized in teaching the mathematically challenged (a 

form of theater) and the Poincaré Half-Plane to unsuspecting upper 

class-people.   n

Frank Hoppensteadt is Emeritus Professor of the Courant Institute. 

Since he came to NYU in 1968,  his mathematical research has been 

devoted to applied mathematics methods and to mathematical 

biology. His administrative career includes Chairman of Mathematics 

(Utah), Dean of the College of Natural Sciences (Michigan State), 

and Senior Vice-Provost (NYU). He holds several patents relating 

known circuits in the brain to nano-scale electronic circuits. He is 

presently living in Arizona where he continues work on design and 

development of nano-scale devices. His hobbies include sailing, yoga, 

music and grandchildren.   n

Albert Novikoff  |  Professor of Mathematics
46 years of service

Frank Hoppensteadt  |  Professor of Mathematics
17 years of service
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The Generosity of Friends
Donations from friends and alumni of the Courant Institute greatly assist our educational 
and research missions.
Your donations to the Courant Annual Fund are more important than ever. This unrestricted income supports students and their conference 

travel, enhances the activities of our student clubs, and helps fund the cSplash and WinC outreach programs. The Annual Fund provides 

matching funds to secure grants from other sources, enables the Institute to invite distinguished speakers for both technical and public 

lectures, and assists in creating improved public spaces in both Warren Weaver Hall and the Broadway building. 

Please join the Courant Director’s Circle with a donation of $1,000 and above. This entitles you to join special events at the Institute, including 

a Circle only event in the fall, and the exclusive Director’s Toast before the holiday party. Your donation will help support a truly extraordinary 

range of scientific and educational initiatives.  n

Mikhael Gromov was elected a Foreign 

Member of The Royal Society, UK, As stated 

in their citation: “Gromov ranks among the 

most deeply original mathematicians of 

our time, with contributions ranging from 

group theory, Riemannian and symplectic 

geometry, and the topology of partial 

differential relations, to his recent interest in 

the mathematics of biomolecular systems.” 

 

Marsha Berger was elected a fellow of the 

American Academy of Arts and Sciences. 

As stated in the NYU press release, “AAAS 

has elected as fellows and foreign honorary 

members the finest minds and most 

influential leaders from each generation.” 

 

Gérard Ben Arous was elected a Fellow 

of the Institute of Mathematical 

Statistics.  Fellowships are awarded to IMS 

members in honor of their “outstanding 

research and professional contributions.”

Pierre Germain has received a Sloan 

Research Fellowship. The Fellowship 

recognizes early-career scientists who 

demonstrate “unique potential to make 

substantial contributions to their field.” 

Germain studies nonlinear dispersive 

equations, which describe a wealth of 

physical phenomena, from quantum 

mechanics to general relativity to fluid 

mechanics. 

 

Assaf Naor has received a Simons 

Foundation Fellowship in an inaugural class 

of 77.  The Fellowship is given for “potential 

scientific impact” during a research leave, as 

based on the preceding five years.

Mikhael Gromov

Marsha Berger

Gérard Ben Arous 

Pierre Germain

Assaf Naor

XXVIIth Courant Lectures 
Presented by Daniel Spielman

This year’s Courant Lectures were presented by Daniel Spielman, 

Professor of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science at Yale. 

The first of the two lectures, for a general scientific audience, was 

given on March 30. It was titled “Algorithms, Graph Theory, and 

Laplacian Linear Equations,” and told the story of “the development 

of shockingly fast algorithms for fundamental computational 

problems.”  As stated in the talk abstract: “The two main characters, 

systems of linear equations and graphs (also called networks), have 

been studied for centuries. They are brought together by the attempt 

to understand graphs through physical metaphors. Powerful graph 

analyses are achieved by viewing the links in a graph as resistors, 

springs, or rubber bands that meet at their vertices. To understand the 

resulting physical systems, one must solve systems of linear equations 

in Laplacian matrices.”  Prof. Spielman surveyed “recently developed 

nearly-linear time algorithms for solving linear equations in Laplacian 

matrices, along with ideas in graph theory that have been inspired 

by and that are employed inside these algorithms.  These include 

algorithms for clustering vertices in graphs, a definition of what it 

means for one graph to approximate another, and fast algorithms for 

approximating graphs by trees and sparse graphs.” Prof. Spielman 

gave the second, more specialized Courant lecture, on “Sparsification 

of Graphs and Approximation of Matrices,” on April 2nd.  n

Photo: Mathieu Asselin

Courant Director Gérard Ben Arous and Professor Dan Spielman at a reception 
in the Warren Weaver Hall Commons after this year’s first Courant Lecture.

Faculty Honors
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The Courant Institute recognizes with gratitude the following alumni, faculty, 
and friends who have made gifts from September 1, 2011 to present:

The Director’s Circle
The Director’s Circle is the Courant Institute’s  

giving society for those making a contribution of 

$1,000 or more in a given academic year. Members 

receive special invitations as guests of the Director 

to events of interest throughout the year, with 

complimentary access extended where applicable. 

Additionally, those giving at the $5,000 level and 

above qualify for membership in the various 

university-wide giving societies.

Join the 2011-2012 Director’s Circle with a gift 

of $1000 or more! Contact Cheryl Sylivant at 

sylivant@cims.nyu.edu or 212 998-3321 for details.

Steve Allen and Caroline 

Thompson

Ernest Battifarano

Gérard Ben Arous

Evelyn Berezin

Joan S. Birman

Glen de Vries*

Leonard J. Ford*

Carol Ann Fugosich

Philip Greenwald

Norman Grossman

Tomas Lajous

Jie-Han Lee

Yue-Sheng Liu

Joshua N. Newman*

Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. 

Pouliot*

Susan Puglia*

Kurt S. Riedel*

Sashi P. Reddi

Louis K. Salkind and 

Deborah J. Rennels*

Jeffrey S. Saltzman

Anil K. Singh

Lawrence Sirovich and Carole 

Hochman Sirovich

Joseph Spinden

Lu Ting

Edwin Yuon Tsui

Peter Alexander Vasseur

Benjamin S. White

Brad Wilson

Robert A. Young

Chuck M. and Merryl Snow Zegar*

We thank our Director’s Circle Members from Sept 1, 2011 to present.

Your gift makes a difference.

Up to $499
Emre Rifki Furutani Aksay
Julius A. Archibald, Jr.
Gordon A. Assing
Robert E. Ayache
Evan C. Ayala
Jonathan J. Baker
Wayne W. Barrett
Neil E. Berger
Gary Berman
Geoffrey C. Berresford
Daria J. Bielecki
Professor Albert A. Blank
Craig Seth Brass
Marian Woertz Brawer
Robert C. Brigham
Ryan H. Brothers
Samuel S Bucholtz
Jianer Chen
Jingming Chen
Philip Chung
Richard J. Cole
Ivan Zachary Corwin
Teymour T. Darkhosh
Thomas K. DeLillo
Sidney P. Diamond
Donald J. Dixous
Robert E. Dowd
Jan S. Edler
Thomas J. Emerson
Raymond Stuart Ennis
Daniel J. Farkas
Michael B. Fein
Teobaldo A. Fernandez
Craig Fithian
Thomas R. Flack
Andrew B. Flint
Aaron L. Fogelson
Daniel B. Forger, Jr.
Richard Foy
Bijoy M. George
Henry V. Goldstein
Dmitry Goykhman
Samuel M. Graff
Sister Elizabeth C. Graham
Barry Granoff
Michael K. Greco
Andrew J. Green
Milton Halem
Zheng-Chao Han
David Blake Harrison
Keith Harrow
Madeline Trieger Harrow
Dalia Navon Hartman
Miriam Hausman

Bernhard Hientzsch
Michael J. Hind
Pearl R.S. Hochstadt
Barry E. Jacobs
Will H. Jolley
Frank P. Jones
Charles S. Kahane
Laurence S. Kaplan
Muriel Karlin
Mary B. Kerins
Barbara Lee Keyfitz
Robert J. Kirby
Evelyn M. Kirschner
Lynn M. Klein
Lucien F. Kraner
Sam Krinsky
Trishank Karthik Kuppusamy
Edward B. Lacher
Arnold Lapidus
Eugene Manual Laska
Eugene Lee
Irene Huen Lee
Claudia Leme
Marlene Ader Lerner
Bernard W. Levinger
Chen Li
Seth B. Lipschitz
Arieh Listowsky
Albert Yang Liu
Gabrielle Maloney-Tobin
Kurt Maly
Anne-Claire McAllister
Gregory P. McNulty
Jeanine M. Meyer
Stanislav Miltchev Mintchev
Thanasis I. Mitsolides
Van John Molino
Carlos Julio Moreno
Harlan E. Nebenhaus
Joyce A. Newman
Stuart B. Newman
Kam Chuen Ng
Sebastian W. Noelle
Enlin Pan
Jiyeon Park
Irene Peltzer
William Pierce
Julian F. Prince
Paul H. Rabinowitz
Ajay Rajkumar
Charles Andrew Reich
Charles Wesley Rice
John M. Rinzel
Anthony R. Riotto
Nicholas J. Rose

Patricia A. Rotello
Chelluri C. A. Sastri
Richard E. Schantz
David E. Scherr
Lorin Schneider
Miss Abby Schwartz
Diana Robinson Schwartz
Jonathan Schwartz
Abdoul Seck
Bernard D. Seckler
Evelyn Mehler Seckler
Professor Thomas I. Seidman
Bohdan Sereda
Harold D. Shane
Neil Prabhakar Shetty
Ilya Shutman
Michael S. Siegel
Ramlala P. Sinha
Martin A. Snyder
John M. Snygg
Yasmin Sohrawardy
James K. Steadman
Alan H. Stein
Marsha E. Stein
Joseph Steinberg
Peggy Tang Strait
Jean Taylor
Edward H. Theil
Maja-Lisa Wessman Thomson
Charles Tier
Michael K. Tippett
Wai Hon Tsui
Julius J. Vandekopple
Ganapathy R. Vidyamurthy
Charles A. von Urff
Howard L. Walowitz
Jiaxin Wang
Yulin Wang
Donald R. Warren
Henry Weinberg
Abraham S. Weishaus
Stewart N. Weiss
Michael Williams
Kyle M. Wilson
Krzysztof M. Wlodarski
Joseph P. Wright
Marvin Yablon
Stanley C. Yu
Ganna Zaks
Anthony J. Zeppetella
Xiaoqing Zhang
Xiaojian Zhao

$500-$999
Joel L. Cunningham
Douglas P. Doucette
Stephen J. Getsy
Carol Hutchins
Barbara Krumsiek
Hua C. Lee
Professor Morris J. Meisner
Anthony N. Palazotto
Ivan P. Polonsky
Amal Shamma
Guy A. Story, Jr.
Alan A. Weiss
Burton Wendroff
Michael Yanowitch
Bernard Kwangsoo Yoo
Yunyue Zhu

Corporations and Foundations
Accountnet, Inc.
Bank of America Foundation
Joan & Joseph Birman Foundation
Albert A. Blank Revocable Trust
Educational Advancement Foundation
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Fletcher Asset Management, Inc.
Stephen J. Getsy Family Foundation
Goldman Sachs & Co.
Google Inc.
Microsoft Corporation
The David KA Mordecai and Samantha 

Kappagoda Charitable Trust
Morgan Stanley
The Non Nobis Solum Foundation, Inc.
Nvidia Corporation
Oracle Corporation
The David and Lucile Packard 

Foundation
Schwab Charitable Fund
The Simons Foundation
Towers Watson
Vanguard Charitable Endowment 

Program
Wells Fargo Community Support 

Campaign
Yahoo! Inc.
Zegar Family Foundation

Please note that the above list includes companies 
providing matching gifts for their employees. To 
find out whether your employer sponsors such a 
program, please visit: matchinggifts.com/nyu

Online Giving: giving.nyu.edu/courant

  * NYU President’s Society Members — gifts of $5,000 and above.

http://matchinggifts.com/nyu/
https://www.nyu.edu/giving/make.gift/campaign.html?id=4


To join our community of Courant donors, please visit the new NYU online giving page at  
giving.nyu.edu/courant or contact Cheryl Sylivant at sylivant@cims.nyu.edu or call 212 998 3321.

New York University
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences
Warren Weaver Hall
251 Mercer Street
New York, NY 10012

Stay Connected to the Institute

Join Courant’s Social Networks!
The Courant Institute has an official Facebook page and two Linked In 

pages, which alumni are encouraged to join to stay connected to the 

CIMS community and informed about special events and activities.

Facebook.com: 

Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences Alumni

LinkedIn.com: 

Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences Network

Mathematical Finance MS Program at Courant Institute

NYUniverse (alumni.nyu.edu)

NYUniverse is an online community launched by NYU Alumni 

Relations, with networking and other resources for alumni.

Your News in the CIMS Newsletter

The Courant Institute invites all Alumni to keep colleagues and 

friends up-to-date on life events. All items submitted (such as career 

achievements and family milestones) will be considered for publication 

in the Newsletter or online.  

 

Please send the details to alumni.news@cims.nyu.edu.

editor: Richard Cole

managing editor: April Bacon

graphic designer: Chris Cantley

http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=5994352299
https://www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=82763
https://www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=51880
alumni.nyu.edu
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